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Abstract: The Rise of digitally connected era has been possible by success of social networking platforms 

such as Facebook and Google.Com. Social networking sites can sustain and make a profitable business out of it, 

even after offering service free of cost; purely because of the e-commerce websites that advertise on these 

platforms.User’s personal information is under constant risk of mis-use and data privacy is a huge concern. 

Privacy policies of 4 major companies in social networking and e-commerce domain have been studied and 

presented. Privacy concerns with illustrations of recent privacy breaches have been highlighted. A case is made 

for working towards user centric design and unified privacy and data policies for social networking as a 

proposal to solve this problem. Such a geo-agnostic, universal privacy framework, backed by open standards for 

implementation would address majority of privacy concerns of end users. We introduce concept of Certifying 

Agencies for privacy which verifies & detects deviations of service provider’s conformance with privacy 

policies in real time. The proposed framework aims to protect users from exploitation and restrict rouge third 

parties and service providers from mis-using user’s personal information. Current work, is a bead in a string of 

ongoing research work related to finding trustable software solutions for secured social networking.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Dawn of Digitally Connected Era: From the days of Orkut, MySpace and currently Facebook and 

Google, social networking has helped to connect people across the globe in an unprecedented manner. It could 

be termed that this is one of most significant developments in history of information technology era that we live 

in. Social Networking Sites (SNS) running on Cloud, inheriting its characteristics such as on demand self-

service, rapid elasticity, resource pooling etc. [7] have created a technology arena for users in the world to come 

together in one digital platform and made the usage of the word, “Global Village” a reality. Each person in the 

digitally connected world is searchable and discoverable.  

Rise of E-Commerce Giants: The advent of global connectedness paves way for economic 

development of the society. It further makes trade much simpler and easier to buy or sell products and services. 

Especially in consumer space, online e-commerce web site portals such as Amazon, Ebay and Flipkart in India 

have created a successful and thriving business model for themselves. Without the necessity of setting up 

physical outlets for interactive with customers, they have could establish Home Delivery based online purchase 

model. Over time, people have appreciated the pros of such end user experience in which the customer can 

browse, compare and purchase any product of choice at click of a button; without having to visit a store. 

End User’s Perspective: At the middle of all these developments is the consumer who is continuously 

using these social and e-commerce tools and platforms and has sub consciously got accustomed to such a life 

style. Unknowingly, Usage of Facebook, Whatsapp, Amazon etc. have already become part and parcel of their 

daily routine. In the context of Social Networking, if one analyze the reason for its enormous success in terms of 

broad reach; we would realize that one of the major factors is that they provide the service free of cost. The user 

does not have to pay for using the service, accessing the content etc. All he needs is an internet connection and a 

device to connect to the portal. Either through app or via web browser.  

Revenue Generation from a non-paying Customer: However, the loop is not complete unless the 

service provider can monetize from this transaction. The business model is not sustainable as users of the 

service are not paying for it. This is where the service providers pioneered by Yahoo, Google and now Facebook 

made use of advertisements to make money. Initially, the advertisements used to be banner ads or just sponsored 

links which were displayed in a separate place in the user’s screen designated for advertisements. When user 

clicked on these links or banners, then user would be redirected to the advertiser’s web page. The service 

provider would make certain amount of money, every time the user clicked on the links. Gradually, this model 
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evolved into contextual advertising, based on the content of the original page which is being viewed by the user. 

Developing a successful advertising platform itself was a very significant and revenue generating component for 

the service providers.  

Evolution of Online Advertisements: As this model became popular and e-commerce industry began 

to blossom, there were a huge number of advertisers who wanted to reach out to their potential customers and 

have best chance to do business with them. The advertisement platforms became highly smart to adapt to the 

prevailing demand of e-commerce industry and started to deliver advertisements based on user generated 

content on social networking portal. The user generated data became a valued asset as it has clear and direct 

linkage to each person’s age, gender, likes and dislikes, interests, places he has visited, educational 

qualification, current and past work etc. Additionally, this data could be linked from multiple sources and 

associated to form a digital identity of a person. This greatly helps in targeted advertisement. The latest 

developments in advertisement platforms use pull model (ads are pulled to the user’s screen based on person’s 

digital identity) for advertisement instead of traditional push model (ads are delivered from external agent to the 

user). 

The Hidden Cost in the Business Model: The business model of user’s getting service free of cost 

and the service providers using the advertisement platforms (Ex: Google AdSense, Facebook Advertisements) 

which are being linked to the e-commerce websites such as Amazon, Flipkart etc. seems to be a brilliant 

triangular relationship from the outset. However, it was apparent that user’s privacy was at stake and in firm 

control of the service provider and advertisement platform. Several law suits were filed and privacy breaches 

reported related to mis-use of personal information of users arising from sharing or leasing user data. Service 

providers are not immune from external attacks from hackers or rouge 3
rd

 party agents which pose threats to 

data and web security. In certain cases, user data was compromised including personal and financial information 

of the users.The humble user had been fueling this triangular relationship between consumer, service provider 

and advertisers (and other 3rd party) by the data that they generated and shared. End users tend to trust the 

service provider with their information and believe that it is safe at their hands. However, Chi Zhang et. al.[13] 

note that online social networking websites raise issue of privacy and data security. In their work, they discussed 

about design issues for security and privacy of social networks. They note that there were several design 

conflicts when it came to achieving goals such as privacy preserving data mining capabilities. 

This data influx, has been increasing exponentially in past few years with Facebook reporting 1.3 

billion daily active users and over 2 billion monthly users [19]. Google’s Youtube has over 1.5 billion monthly 

users and over 2 billion monthly active users of Android phones [17]. In lines with narrative given so far, Maher 

Jaber Aljaber[9] describes in his Ph.D. thesis that improvement in communication technology is the greatest 

factor in growing the productivity of economy. However, visible evidence suggest that privacy is a cause of 

concern in social connectedness and this has proven to be inhibitor to the adoption of e-commerce. He quotes 

Alexandra J. Campbell [4] while defining privacy as “the ability of individuals to determine the nature and 

extent of information about them which is being communicated to others”. Maher [9] are of opinion that, the 

conflicting requirement of user’s personal information against the privacy concerns of users might have 

detrimental impact of the business model and hence needs to be analyzed in detail.  

Genuine Data Privacy Concern: Taking these discussions to the next level, author Catherine Dwyer 

[14], in as paper titled “Privacy in the Age of Google and Facebook”, distinctly marks that companies would not 

make user privacy as one of their priority as the business model that they run is based on sharing/leasing or 

selling user’s information to 3
rd

 party. Author recognizes the inherent conflict and her opinion, these companies 

are either naïve or incapable of resolving data privacy issue on their own.Author states that privacy is extremely 

important to protect one’s intellectual, political and religious freedom as well as their own individual 

dignity.Nour Mohammed Almadhoun[12] and Anil Dhami et. al.[16] have studied effect of privacy, trust and 

security concerns on willingness of users to share their personal information and creating fresh relationships in 

social networking sites especially on Facebook.  While former did its study on Malaysian higher education 

institutions’ marketing, latter did survey of 250 Facebook users between the age group of 16-35 and having 

different national and cultural backgrounds. They were of opinion that trust had more impact of willingness to 

share information than privacy alone. One approach that has been proposed by Varun M Deshpande et. al.[11], 

is by creating a profiled service which differentiates between paid (premium user) and a free (fermium) user. A 

secure token is setup which acts as a master switch to shut off all sponsored advertisements if he is a paid user 

and has paid a premium amount to block advertisements. This approach is currently being introduced as 

“YouTube Red” service on free trial basis. 
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Ensuring Security & Privacy – Research Directions: Elisa Bertino [14], in a panel position paper 

highlights research direction and questions on how to achieve security while ensuring privacy. Privacy 

preserving data matching, collaborative data mining and biometrics authentication have been suggested. Elisa 

Bertino[15], in another position paper with respect to data security and privacy highlighted some of research 

directions in this domain. Access control and protection from insider threat, ensuring data trustworthiness and 

privacy preserving fine grained role based/location based access control were identified to be key research areas. 

What can User do to in context of Data Privacy?When the user starts using the service provided by 

service provider, he inherently agrees to the terms and conditions of the privacy and data policy of the service 

provider. So, if he wants to make use of the service, he has no other choice but to accept the terms of use which 

is mandated by the service provider. Even in this context, there are some steps that one can do to avoid being 

victim of the system. There have been several authors who have been writing semi technical, self-help books on 

managing user’s online identity and protect oneself from data theft. One such author, Denny Cherry [5], in his 

book has given his take on do’s and don’ts of sharing personal information on social networking platforms. He 

talks about risks of sharing too much information online. He has a candid view on how the data is being used by 

companies for making money through data sharing and hence advises people not to share information which is 

unnecessary to do so. He further advises readers not to post anything which is personal and which could come 

back and haunt them in the future. This is because, each upload or a post is searchable and discoverable on the 

web. Hence, it may affect one’s future in private, public or corporate life such as employment, marriage etc. He 

has a critical view point on who can access user’s data – from government to hackers. The general notion he 

gives is that being paranoid about data theft is better being sorry for it at later point in time. 

Joe Kissell [6], in this book, “Take Control of Your Online Privacy, Edition 3” takes a self-help book 

sort of approachto educate his readers about the risks and mitigation strategies for online privacy management. 

He emphasizes on identifying the information which is meant to be private and not shared in any online portal. 

Things like financial information, medical information, purchase history etc. should be kept private He loosely 

defines privacy, security and anonymity as; privacy –“freedom from observation or attention”, security – 

“freedom from danger or harm”, anonymity – “freedom from identification or recognition”. 

When we look at the problem in a holistic manner, user’s distrust on service providers and they 

refraining from using social networking as it should be, with free mind, it not an ideal arrangement to have. 

Even, for the service providers& 3
rd

 party as well, this arrangement is not good for the business to flourish. We 

believe that this issue can be addressed by having a user centric design approach. User needs to be given the 

highest priority as they are the one who are the means of generating revenue for service providers and 3
rd

 party. 

The architecture should be highly transparent in a way that user can trust the service provider and have 

confidence that his data is safe from exploitation. To do that, as a first step we need to understand current 

privacy and data policies being used by major service providers. We are taking case studies of some of the top 

social networking service providers – Google and Facebook and India’s leading e-commerce websites – 

Amazon.in and Flipkart. We want to explicitly understand the shortcomings of these policies from end user’s 

perspectives which are defined by service providers themselves. We then discuss in later sections about the need 

for unification and rationalization of privacy policies as we believe that proactive measures need to be taken to 

identify and address the issues and move towards Trusted Social Networking. 

 

II. EVOLUTION OF GOOGLE’S PRIVACY POLICY 
About Google’s Privacy Policy: The notion of the internet and the service providers have evolved 

significantly over past 15-20 years. Google has been no different. It has played a big role in shaping our 

perception of internet and how we use it. From humble beginnings in late 1990’s to current day, Google has 

certainly come a long way. Based on the need of the hour and in quest to provide the best user experience and to 

monetize the business in best possible manner, Google, like any other service provider has updated its privacy 

policy from time to time.  

From June 1999 to as recent as April 2017, Google has published its privacy policy [21] over 25 times. 

In the first version. Google, clearly set the context for its policy, stating that it understands the concern of users: 

that, their personal data may be misused or distributed. 18 years on, this has remained highly relevant subject to 

discuss and research.  

Here, we try to present a brief unbiased record on how the Google’s privacy policy evolved over time 

and what it has come to become now. As an end user, we hardly make time to read through the privacy policy or 

the terms and conditions before signing up with as service provider such as Google or Facebook. Hence it is of 

good academic research importance to understand the evolution of privacy policy. Note that Google is being 

used by billions of users every day, generating mammoth amounts of data. 
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Evolution of Google’s Privacy Policy: Google, for a long period, maintained its motto as “Don’t be 

Evil”. As a conscious effort to stand by its words, it has archived all its previous versions of published privacy 

policy [21] in public domain, available at click of a button. The archived versions give us an essence of the 

philosophy of Google on data privacy and its evolution for past 18+ years. As the time duration is significant, it 

also gives us a record of how the notion of data protection around the world evolved, influencing Google to 

update its own policy.  

In the early days of Google (June 1999), its privacy policy stated that, they share only the aggregated 

user information with advertisers such as number of people who clicked on advertisement etc. User would be 

intimated prior as to how they would be using their personal information. 

In the next update of privacy policy which was published in Sep 1999, it was stated that PIIs would be 

disclosed to third party. Of course, user’s consent would be automatically taken once they agreed to terms and 

condition along with privacy policy. They made it clear that they share the information with advertisers, 

business partners, sponsors and other third parties.  

In the updated privacy policy published in Jan 2001, they disclose that some device/network specific 

information is being tracked such as IP address of the device, browser language etc. to provide better user 

experience and advertisements. They also updated their prior definition of a cookies, stating that it is any piece 

of data that specifies user uniquely. They also mention that they may disclose cookie details to third parties if it 

is legally required to do so. 

In a major revamp of privacy policy 3 years later in Jul 2004 containing major changes, Google for the 

first time uses the words “sell” and “rent” user’s PIIs to other companies or individuals. Users agreeing to 

privacy policy would agree to this arrangement as well. Also, for the first time, they committed to take 

appropriate security measures to protect unauthorized access and unauthorized alteration, disclosure or 

destruction of data. Employees are now restricted to customer information only on need to know basis.  

In Oct 2005, Google rephrased chunks of its privacy policy extending the privacy policy to all the 

products and serves offered by Google and its subsidiaries or affiliated companies. It formally declared that it 

adheres to US Safe Harbor Privacy Principles. This is one of the examples where federal or government privacy 

legislation has necessitated change of privacy policy of any service provider. Google confirms that they store 

user communications such as emails on their data centers for further usage. They put it on paper that they 

process PIIs to provide customized advertisements and content. Also, they would use it for research and 

developing new services. They notify users that PIIs are being processed in different countries. Data is being 

shared with affiliates third parties and trusted businesses or persons for purpose of processing PIIs. This was the 

time when Google introduced the “Opt-in or “Opt-out” option for some of the Google services. 

There were only minor changes in privacy policy updated in Aug 2008 and Jan 2009. In privacy policy 

updated on Mar 2009, Google started to collect location data from devices for some of the services such as 

Maps. Google notifies the users on the Double click advertising and how users can update their ads preferences.  

In Oct 2011, Google stated that some of the products may follow product specific privacy policies 

additional to Google’s overall privacy policies. It confirmed that even SMS along with email communication 

and Meta data would be collected and stored in data centers. 

In Mar 2012, it basically rephrased earlier version with addition of some security features such as 

encryption of services using Secured Socket Layer (SSL), 2 step verification to access Google account and Safe 

browsing features. Separate privacy policy for Google Chrome, Wallet and Books were shared. Later that year; 

in July, they added Fiber product to this list. Privacy policy update in June 2013, Dec 2013 and Mar 2014 saw 

only minor updates. 

The update in Dec 2014, clearly seemed to underline the various interoperable data collection strategies 

that Google had built in order to provide customized search results and tailor made advertisement. They 

formally announced that automated systems are setup to analyze content such as emails, posts etc. to provide 

personally relevant content. Google also made clear that it would be tracking location of the devices if required, 

even if GPS was turned off from the device. Around the same time, there were litigations on Google in US & 

Russia related to scanning of emails for commercial purposes. 

Privacy policy of Feb 2015, made a welcome step towards enhancing transparency and choice by 

providing users option to control the collection of PIIs from Google services such are search history etc. May 

2015 update had very minor changes. 

Just a month later in June 2015, they updated their policy again clarifying how they are using cookies 

and similar technologies to collect and store information. Basically, when user browses a website which is using 

any Google service such as AdSence, Analytics etc., browser would be sending all the data related to user 

activity on that website to Google which they would use to provide more effective ads. This essentially means 
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that; suppose Amazon.com uses Google AdSence services, and a user browses for some product. This 

information is sent back to Google instantaneously. Suppose, the user goes to some other websites which uses 

Google AdSence, then advertisements related to the same product would be displayed to user. Next update in 

June 2015 did not see any significant changes to its policy. 

Next, privacy policy was published in Aug 2015. Google officially declared that the user information 

that they receive from their partner would also be associated with user’s Google account.  Along with this, they 

added a new tool called as “Privacy Checkup”, to help users analyze and update privacy settings across multiple 

Google products such as Google+, YouTube, Photos etc. in one place. Google put it on paper that this privacy 

policy applies to services provided by Google on Android devices. 

Following update came about in Mar 2016, where Google provided users a dashboard to check what 

details of their usage is being tracked in cookies or similar method, even when they are signed out of their 

account. It is clear that, Google is tracking information about its users even when they are not signed into 

Google.  

Just 3 months after, in June 2016, a minor update was done to the existing privacy policy. But, it has a 

significant role to play in gathering personal data for Google from users. It stated that Google would be using 

personal information associated with other apps and websites and associate them with one’s Google account to 

give better service based on account settings which would be enable this by default unless explicitly disabled. 

Google may be achieving this using Google Chrome browser for this as it has access to all the websites being 

browsed. 

 In Aug 2016, Google updated their privacy policy stating that they comply with EU-US Privacy Shield 

Framework [25] regulation. The updated version released on Mar 2017 had very few cosmetic changes. In the 

latest update released in April 2017, Google declared compliance with Swiss-US Privacy [25] Shield 

Framework along with EU-US Privacy Shield Framework. 

 

III. UNDERSTANDING FACEBOOK’S DATA POLICY 
About Facebook’ Privacy & Data Policy: Facebook is the leading SNS in current market, it gained 

popularity worldwide in 2004 onwards over throwing its completion such as Orkut, MySpace and has never 

looked back since then. The Smart phone market was still in a niche stage and still not had picked up. Hence, 

the data policy that they initially started has greatly evolved in past decade and half. In this section, we try to 

explain the current state of data policy of Facebook [22]which was released in Sep 2016 and discuss what it 

means to the end user. 

Facebook’s Privacy Policy: One of the primary mission of Facebook is to give the power to share 

information to their consumer. Privacy is a direct conflict of this mission. Yet, they make a constant effort to 

educate the users about the privacy and how they have set up process to manage the same. They have 

categorized their data policy in form of an FAQ format which is explained below. 

Q1 – What sort of Information does Facebook Collect?Facebook collects all types of information 

about the user arising from posts made by the user or from a post made by their friend connected with them. 

Even activity such as liking as specific post and any other activity done on the website is being tracked. 

Facebook collects details about user’s connections – friendships, groups, contacts etc. Information about 

financial transactions are being tracked as well. Facebook is also collecting information related to device, 

operating system, battery usage, data signal strength, ISP details, location via GPS, WiFi and Bluetooth details. 

If any websites which is an affiliate or 3
rd

 party associated with Facebook and user happens to use those website, 

then the user data is collected by Facebook. Facebook also receives data from apps and websites which are 

subsidiaries such as Whatsapp, Facebook Payments Inc, Istagram etc. This means that Facebook knows whom 

you are chatting with and what are you chatting about. 

Q2 – How Facebook uses the Information?Facebook delivers personalized, tailor made contents 

based on the personal information that it collects from the users. The personal information helps Facebook 

understand the interests of the user. Facebook may use personal information to make you informed suggestions 

about page or group you make like to connect with, person whom you may like to be friends with etc. When 

location is turned on, Facebook may check the nearby places and assist user to check-in to the venue and post, 

review the place. The personal information is being used to provide highly relevant advertisements related to 

user’s activities. For ex: If user has browsed for certain product on Amazon website and then he logs on to 

Facebook, there is a good chance that Facebook will detect this information and show the advertisements 

related to the article which was browsed by the user on Amazon. 
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Q3 – How Facebook shares Personal Information?There are 2 types of data sharing when it comes 

to social networking. The ones which user explicitly shares on his profile page with his friends and/or public. 

This is in accordance with the privacy settings that user has chosen for himself. The other segment of data 

sharing refers to data about the users shared by Facebook with 3
rd

 party or any other external entity such as 

Facebook’s subsidiaries. Facebook, for 3
rd

 party integration, may share user’s personal information including 

their public profile with their associates such as other apps and websites. Personal information is exchanged 

between Facebook subsidiaries such as Whatsapp, Instagram etc. Facebook shares information about the user 

with 3
rd

 party and partners for advertisements, measurement and analytics. They say that the data is anonymized 

before sending to them. Such as age of 28 be mentioned as age 25-30. They transfer information about their 

users with vendors, service providers and other partners who support their business globally like, technical 

support, facilitation payments etc.  

Q4 –How can user manage or delete information about themselves? Users are given option to 

manage their activity log through Activity Log tool. They can delete any post or activity. User has an option to 

delete or temporarily deactivate their account on Facebook. However, Facebook reserves the right to delete the 

data only after they feel that that information is no longer necessary to be stored in their servers.  

Other questions include how users can contact Facebook for any questions of legal request and how 

they operate as a company.  

 

IV. BREAKING DOWN AMAZON.IN’S PRIVACY NOTICE 
Amazon is a business giant in the e-commerce marketplace. Lina M. Khan [1], in an excellent journal 

article called “Amazon’s Antitrust Paradox”, quotes a The NY Times article [26] stating “Even as Amazon 

became one of the largest retailers in the country, it never seemed interested in charging enough to make a 

profit. Customers celebrated and the competition languished.”It seems have Amazon, despite not making huge 

profit, has expanded so much that it has creates a web of its own by enring into market of cloud services, book 

publishing, payment service marketing platform etc. By creating this eco-system, it has even created 

dependency of a host of other business depending on Amazon. Underlying message on this journal article was 

that with such great power, Amazon is like a titan in the e-commerce market has enough inertia to go about 

quashing its competitors. As the saying goes, with great power, comes great responsibility. In context of current 

work, this responsibility is to handle user generated data. Below is analysis of Amazon.In’s (Amazon’s Indian e-

commerce website) privacy notice [24]. 

Amazon’s Philosophy onData: In the Privacy Notice, Amazon, first writes a note to the reader with 

words of reassurance that they care about user’s data. They state that, they understand the trust  user put in them 

and Amzon has a responsibility of handle user’s personal information carefully and sensibly. One more thing 

which is very interesting to note is, Amazon says that just by the act of visiting Amazon.in, user has agreed to 

the terms and conditions of the privacy notice. This is a deviation from the privacy policy declared in social 

networking sites – Google and Facebook.  

They explicitly state that all user’s personal information is controlled by Amazon Media EU SARL (the 

data controller), at 5 Rue Plaetis, L-2338, Luxembourg (which is NOT in India).Amazon also, uses FAQ sort of 

approach in disclosing privacy policies.  

Q1 -  What personal information does Amazon collect? Amazon collects information that users give 

us when they are using Amazon’s services which will be used to provide best in class personalized services. 

They automatically collect device data, location data etc. using cookies to provide location-based services, such 

as, informed suggestions, and other personalized advertising. They collect information if we are reading the 

emails sent by Amazon. Also, they compare their customer list with list obtained from other companies. They 

also state that Amazon may receive information about us from other sources as well. This means that they 

employ data aggregation and mapping techniques to build a digital identity of users. They also state that user’s 

sensitive personal information would be shared with third parties, service providers or governmental agencies 

based on legal requirement. 

Q2 – Does Amazon.in share the information with others?Amazon shares user’s data including 

personally identifiable information with affiliated business that they don’t control, third party service providers, 

during promotional offers, during business transfers, as required by law as paer Information Technology Act, 

2000 etc.  

Q3 – Data security of User generated data: Amazon uses Secure Socket Layer (SSL) for any 

transaction (once user is logged in) and maintains the security of personal information as per the International 

Standard IS/ISO/IEC 27001 on "Information Technology Security Techniques Information Security 

Management System-Requirements". 
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Other than these, Amazon’s privacy notice has a note that it does have 3
rd

 party advertisements links on 

its websites which leads to different websites. This third-party advertisement is bound under Internet based Ads 

policy. Users below age of 18 should not be using the service unless they are supervised by their parents. User 

can choose to update the advertising preferences if does not want to get preferences based on one’s search 

history on the web site.   

 

V. DEEP DIVE INTO FLIPKART’S PRIVACY POLICY 
Flipkart, an Indian e-commerce giant, found in 2007, has grew up to be $11.6 billion worth business 

within 10 years (as of April 2017). It has acquired several smaller companies on its way, mot recent being 

ebay.in. Flipkart and Amazon.in compete in the e-commerce business in India. The privacy policy of Flipkart 

[24] is described in this section.  

Privacy policy of Flipkart:Flipkart starts with an opening comment saying that it values the trust 

placed in them by its users and hence insists on secured transactions and strict consumer information policy. 

Like Amazon, they have mentioned upfront that by mere usage of website or opening on web page, the user 

agrees to its terms and conditions. We observe a pattern in the privacy policy of e-commerce websites that they 

insist that by mere usage of the website, user is agreeing to terms and conditions of service provider. We record 

this as a very practical and usability driven approach; however, we are of opinion that user should be educated 

about this arrangement and should not assume that user is giving consent. We also would like to understand the 

legality and validity of using such terminologies as users are not even given a chance to read the terms of usage 

and privacy policy. 

Flipkart has categorized its privacy policies into different sections. We shall go over the major sections 

that are worth discussing.  

Collection of personally identifiable information and other information: Flipkart collects 

personally identifiable information (email address, name, phone number, credit card / debit card / other payment 

instrument details, etc.). This is done to provide a safe, efficient and smooth customized experience which 

transacting on the website. Additionally, Flipkart collect data automatically using cookies to measuring 

promotional page effectiveness etc. Also, they host cookies placed by 3
rd

 parties on the Flipkart website which 

are not in control of Flipkart. Browsing and purchase pattern is collected by Flipkart. Any other user data 

received during transacting with Flipkart such as technical support, forums posts are collected by them. 

Use of Demographic/Profile Data/ Your location: They collect demographic data and profile data 

including the browsing pattern, interest shown towards promotional offers etc. to analyze the success of their 

campaign and perform retrospectives. They will share our personal information with law enforcement agencies 

if required to comply with legal orders.  

Links to other websites: Although Flipkart links with other 3
rd

 party websites, it does not take the 

responsibility of privacy practices of the third-party websites. 

Secure opt-out options are provided for users to opt out from receiving any additional promotional or 

marketing related messages. Third-party advertisements are used by Flipkart which uses some of the user 

information to provide personalized advertisements. 

 

VI. RECENT PRIVACY & SECURITY BREACHES AND THEIR ANALYSIS 
SNS are typically globally operating companies having data centers spread over several geos.Privacy 

laws that are defined in various countries differ from each other. In some cases, they are lenient and in certain 

places like Europe, highly stringent. The Privacy policy defined by the service providers may have legal loop 

holes or the implementation of the regulations might not be done correctly, as per satisfactions of law of land. In 

rare cases, service providers themselves may be following unfair practices outside of law or it may be few 

disgruntled employees who mis-use their access to user data and get the company in trouble. Or an intruder may 

hack into the system and compromise sensitive data.  In all these and many more cases, there is always a 

realistic chance of a privacy & security breach occurring in the service provider. Issue with soft data is that theft 

is not easily detectable as the data is still present unlike physical theft. Also, the data breach or theft may not be 

detected immediately and the service providers may realize this information later, after enough damage is met. 

We bring to reader’s notice some of notable privacy breaches from recent past to throw more light on this topic. 

This highlights the need for certain regulatory process to be proactively setup. 

Most recently, Google was fined with a hefty and a record fine of $2.7 billion by European Union [18] 

for it was found guilty of illegally promoting its own shopping comparison service in the top of web search 

results. This happened in Jun 2017. Google has been given 90 days’ time to change the methodology in which it 

operates this process. Failure in doing so, Google may be further fined 5% of its daily worldwide earnings 
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which is around $14 million per day. Google was found to be guilty under the EU antitrust rules.  

In Jan 2017, Canadian government put a fine of $1 million on Amazon [20] for misleading users on 

saving claims. This investigation took over 2 years to conclude. Amazon was found guilty of showing other 

seller’s price as higher compared to price in Amazon during price comparison, many of which were found to be 

untrue.  Amazon had misquoted prices offered by competitors for the same product. This had mis-lead used to 

purchase from Amazon than other websites. 

In May 2017, Facebook was fined $122 million as regulatory fine by European Union [27] for failure 

to disclosing certain information at the time of takeover of Whatsapp in the year 2014. EU found Facebook was 

found to be dishonoring strict data protection rules of EU. 

In March 2013, Google was fined by multiple states in USA for spying for emails and other personally 

identifiable information on unsecured WiFi routers using this Google StreetView cars. In 2015, FCC had fined 

AT &T with $25 million as some of its employees had sold personally identifiable information to external 

entities. In Sep 2016, Yahoo declared that 500 million users’ personal information was leaked out of company 

since 2014 [2]. 

In 2016, 360 million user account details were leaked online from MySpace website. Home Depot lost 

about 56 million credit card and debit card numbers and Dropbox lost around 70 million user accounts in 2012. 

Sony was hit with a phishing attack that resulted in loss of over 100 terabyte data estimated to cost over 100 

million. [8] 

 In Aug 2017, China’s Alibaba’s web browser UC Browser, came under the scanner in India. It was 

reported that it was sending user’s personally identifiable information to servers in China without user’s 

consent. If the ongoing investigation finds the UC browser guilty, then it may get blocked from India and heavy 

fines may be imposed on it.  

These privacy and security breaches are a reality check for data driven industry and act as a reminder 

that even the best of companies can be at loss if they are even slightly careless about forming or implementing 

security and privacy policies. We believe that some amount of external regulations are required to be enforced 

on to the service providers in order to bring some order and accountability. Investigations, and privacy breach 

detection etc. take a long time and in many cases, may go undetected. Hence, we need to think about ways 

where these issues can be avoided. 

 

VII. NEED FOR USER CENTRIC &UNIFIED PRIVACY POLICIES 
In Section I, we have discussed the evolution of the business model of service provider, consumer and 

the third parties such as advertisers. We have highlighted the privacy concerns which arise from such a model 

which feeds on user generated data. On top of this, each service provider defines their own data and privacy 

policy. Service providers defines the terms of usage and the consumer of product must accept the terms for 

using the service. Varun M Deshpande et. al [8], talk about business models of SNS taking Google and 

Facebook as case studies They observe the heavy dependency of the service providers on advertisements to 

generate high revenue. Users are paying the service providers with self-generated data along with online activity 

which are fueling the revenue engine. Over a billion users log into Facebook and Google every day. As a 

significant stake holder, users have the right to fair and user centric policies.  

Creating user centric policies is in good interest of all the stake holders. This is because, if users are 

happy with the design, more and more users will start using the service and this creates more revenue generating 

opportunities for service providers and e-commerce websites. Even the existing users will start using the 

services more freely and increase the influx of data for business models to run.  

Varun M Deshpande et. al. [3], in their journal paper, proposed a “Trust based secure data sharing 

framework for social networking”. This framework as shown in fig 1, provides a way to securely share user’s 

information with third party by anonymizing the data in real time. A certifying Agency is responsible for secure 

communication between service provider and advertiser. This generic framework provides a technically sound 

and valid solution for user’s privacy being under risk. To make this framework adoptable and successful, 

authors are of opinion that a holistic data policy is necessary. Data policy can’t be arbitrary but needs to be 

mandated by a central authority which could regulate the rules and requirements for conformance.  In this view, 

a uniform privacy policy is need of the hour to take current social networking to a more trustable and secure 

engagement experience for the users as they won’t have to worry about personal data being shared with third 

parties. 
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Fig 1: Data Sharing Framework 

 

In a follow-up research work by same authors Varun M Deshpande et. al. [2], authors propose open 

standards for secure data privacy policies in context of trusted computing. Open standards for secure data 

privacy policies are necessary proactive steps to ensure that the future privacy related issues are remediated. The 

authors have highlighted that all stakeholders including a worldwide governing agent such as UNO, 

representatives from all the nations, representations from major service providers and third party vendors, 

representations from security research and industry, subject matter experts, representation from user community 

are required to discuss and finalize on it. A unified privacy policy which will be universally applicable becomes 

a mandatory requirement and a convenient one to execute. 

 

Making the privacy policies unified have other advantages as well. Some of them are listed below. 

 

 Privacy laws would be geo agnostic and hence easy for service providers to maintain the 

business logic 

 Service providers will not be able to loosely define their own privacy laws and make it easy 

for them to shar user’s personal information under the terms and conditions and agreement. 

 The Privacy laws will be technically correct and deviation from the law would be detectable 

and punishable under law 

 Rouge third parties would not be a cause of concern anymore as the real time personally 

identifiable information will not reach them 

 It is business as usual for genuine third parties and all e-commerce website which advertise 

their products and don’t require personally identifiable information to run their business 

 Intentional and unintentional privacy breach would be avoided from service provider and 

deviation would be caught immediately.  

 

As implication of having a unified privacy laws, there will be implications that need be taken care of. 

 

 Technology which implement the unified privacy law should be able to verify if policy is being 

followed diligently by the service provider and detect any anomalies in real time. 

 Certifying Agencies need to be setup which would certify the service providers in real time for 

adoption of unified privacy policies. 

 Secure data tunneling mechanisms need to be created for treating the user data in real time. 

 Performance of the new system should be comparable and at par with existing system 

 

VIII. CONCLUSION  
It can be stated without any contention that SNS have had a great impact in world communication and 

arguably, we are currently better connected than we ever were before. For sustaining the business of SNS, e-

commerce websites play a major role of delivering goods and commodities to the end user. They use advertising 

via social networking platforms to reach their targeted users and provide customized marketing content to attract 

the customers. We have highlighted the privacy concerns in this business models where user related and 

generated data is of premium importance to the service provider to make money. It is very natural that, user’s 

privacy becomes a secondary priority to them and monetizing user’s data would be on top of list of priorities. In 

this context, we examined and tried to understand the privacy policy of 2 social networking giants – Facebook 
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and Google; and 2 e-commerce giants – Amazon.in and Flipkart. We found glaring evidence that the user’s 

personally identifiable information is being used and shared with third parties, affiliates, subsidiaries, partners 

etc. We also saw, several examples where companies have been either guilty or victims of a data & privacy 

breach. This is alarming and has every symptom of recurrence.  

We in the research community, have a great responsibility to foresee a problem which is in its nascent 

stage and address it with proactive measures before it becomes unmanageable. With advent of Big data and 

telemetry, user generated data is of premium financial value and if it gets leaked to the wrong hands, they may 

create havoc of a situation. Varun M Deshpande et. al. in their recent works, [2,3,8,11] have been trying to find 

a solution for this problem. Their main aim is to find trustable solutions for secured cloud services, in this case 

social networking. It is proposed that the autonomy that was provided to service providers to prepare their own 

privacy and data usage policies be replaced with strict regulations; starting with a unified privacy and data 

policy which will be common for all service providers in a segment such as social networking, e-commerce, 

health care etc. This will ensure that a firm base for user centric design is created. Rouge third parties will never 

be able to cause any harm and they don’t have access to user’s personally identifiable information.Even the 

service providers will be able to avoid demography specific law suits as the unified privacy policy with be 

universally accepted. So, they won’t be knowingly or unknowingly break any privacy rules. Hence, this would 

mean a win-win deal for all the stake holders. By adding new components such as Certifying Agencies, it 

creates new market which can be occupied by security companies; with it come new employment and 

opportunities for skilled personnel. Over and above, it gives the world to unite and stand together in same 

platform for common and noble cause. 

As a future research direction, researchers need to work specifically towards developing the technology 

that will enable successful implementation of unified privacy policies. The data sharing platform needs to be 

smart and able to detect anomalies in real time. Current research work, deals majorly with the data exchanged in 

real time, however; research needs to be done for data sharing of aggregate data, offline. Devising high 

performance data anonymization techniques and building the business logic for the same is one more research 

area that needs to be explored further. 

In a landmark judgement declared by Supreme Court of India on 24
th
 Aug, 2017, “Right to Privacy” 

was declared as a fundamental right subject to reasonable restrictions. This judgement validates our research 

direction. We conclude by welcoming this judgment and hope that we move closer towards trusted computing. 
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